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Social media has become an immensely valuable tool for nonprofit marketing strategies. Social 
media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter provide free tools for nonprofit organizations to 
spread awareness, build their organizational identity, communicate with their stakeholders, and 
inspire action and involvement. These outlets have therefore, for many organizations, become an 
essential component of their marketing communications. Developing effective strategies that 
maximize social media post engagement is beneficial in aiding organizations to achieve their 
marketing goals. This study focuses specifically on Facebook photo posts due to the platform’s 
widespread use and the high potential of visual media to provoke audience engagement, and aims to 
identify effective strategies for combining various text functions and types of photo content in order 
to maximize engagement from followers. 
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Nonprofit Use of Social Media 
 Social media has become highly valuable for nonprofit marketing efforts as a cost-effective 
tool that allows organizations to engage with their stakeholders. In recent years, its use among 
nonprofit organizations has become increasingly widespread. A 2014 study found that about 87% of 
nonprofit advocacy organizations use Facebook, while nearly 80% use Twitter. 93% of organizations 
use any social media tool (Guo & Saxton, 2014). More in-depth research has been done to model 
how social media has been adopted by nonprofits (Campbell et al., 2014; Goldkind, 2015; Nah & 
Saxton, 2012; Waters & Feneley, 2013) and its perceived impact (DiStaso et al., 2011). 
Extensive research has been done on how nonprofits use social media to achieve specific 
goals such as raising awareness (Davis et al., 2016), building their organizational identity (Waters & 
Jones, 2011), engaging with stakeholders (e.g., Cho et al., 2014; Lovejoy et al., 2012; Waters et al., 
2009), and inspiring action and involvement both online and offline (Paek et al., 2013; Palin et al., 
2014). Content analyses have been conducted on social media platforms such as Facebook (e.g., 
Bortree & Seltzer, 2009; Cho et al., 2014; Cho & Schweickart, 2014; Huang et al., 2016; Saxton & 
Waters, 2014), Twitter (Guo & Saxton, 2014; Lovejoy et al., 2012; Lovejoy & Saxton, 2012; Waters 
& Jamal, 2011) and YouTube (Waters & Jones, 2011) to discern what methods nonprofits use to 
achieve these goals and to assess their effectiveness. A Twitter content analysis was conducted in a 
2012 study in which the Information-Community-Action scheme was developed for categorizing the 
functions of tweets from various nonprofit Twitter accounts, with informational use of the platform 
emerging as the most prevalent (Lovejoy & Saxton, 2012). Subsequently, a content analysis of 
nonprofit Facebook posts that used the four models of public communication (developed by 
Grunig & Hunt, 1984) similarly found that the one-way public information message strategy was the 
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most commonly implemented (Cho & Schweickart, 2014). Some analyses have focused on specific 
nonprofit organizations or groups of organizations across multiple platforms, such as the American 
Red Cross (Briones et al., 2010), HIV/AIDS organizations (Huang et al., 2016), and environmental 
advocacy groups (Bortree & Seltzer, 2009). 
Content analyses have been conducted to evaluate social media message strategies and their 
relationship with engagement levels. On Facebook, post engagement is measured based on the 
numbers of likes (now under the category of reactions as of 2016), comments and shares. Using the 
Information-Communication-Action model, a 2014 study of nonprofit Facebook posts determined that 
dialogic messages received the most likes, while one-way informational messages received the most 
shares (Saxton & Waters, 2014). 
 
Content Analysis of Photo Posts on Facebook 
 Content analyses have yet to be conducted with a focus on photo posts. With nonprofit 
Facebook posts specifically, photos have the highest rate of engagement at 5.2%, compared to 4.2% 
for video posts (“Benchmarks 2017,” 2017). It would be advantageous for nonprofits to develop 
effective strategies specifically for their photo posts, which could bring in more engagement on their 
pages overall and attract followers by expanding their reach. Optimizing their strategies would 
require an understanding of how best to combine various message strategies with different types of 
photo content to create posts that encourage maximum engagement levels. It is therefore 
worthwhile to determine correlations between photo post content and engagement trends. 
 Because of the sheer size of its network, Facebook represents a logical starting point for 
research of this kind. With over 1.87 billion active users and the highest growth rate of active users 
among all social media platforms in the past six years (Chaffey, 2017), as well as its more widespread 
adoption rate among nonprofit organizations (Guo & Saxton, 2014), it is especially important to 
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develop effective strategies for this platform. Additionally, posts on nonprofit Facebook pages tend 
to have significantly higher levels of engagement compared to their Twitter posts. On their 
Facebook pages, 4.6% of unique impressions garnered engagement, compared to only 1.3% for 
Twitter (“Benchmarks 2017,” 2017). 
 This study focuses on how nonprofits can increase engagement specifically on Facebook 
photo posts, and asks the following research questions:  
RQ1: What is the relationship between engagement and the type of content of photo posts 
on humanitarian aid and disaster relief nonprofit organizations’ Facebook pages? 
RQ2: Based on RQ1, how can nonprofits maximize engagement on their social media posts 
through the use of photos? 
This study aims to apply the research that has been previously conducted on Facebook message 
strategies and supplement it with a proposed method for analyzing the effectiveness of these 
strategies in combination with various types of photo content, with effectiveness measured in the 
form of post engagements. Nonprofits within the field of humanitarian aid and disaster relief were 





 Raw data was collected from three US-based nonprofit organizations’ Facebook pages: 
Jordan International Aid (JIA), Project Concern International (PCI), and Mercy Corps. These three 
organizations all operate within the field of humanitarian aid and disaster relief, have a regularly 
maintained Facebook page, and incorporate photos into a portion of their posts. JIA has a smaller 
following of about 1.8 thousand followers; PCI and Mercy corps have larger followings, with about 
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109 thousand and 183 thousand followers, respectively (as of April 2017). Data was extracted from 
JIA and PCI through Facebook Insights, and collected manually from Mercy Corps. The date range 
was from November 15, 2016 through April 15, 2017, creating a total sample size of 190 posts. 
 
Coding 
 Coding schemes were developed to categorize both the text of each post and the content of 
the photo accompanying it. As a first step in conducting analysis of this kind, the data was coded 
manually rather than developing and implementing algorithms for computerized coding. This 
method therefore represents an example of coding that could be used for this kind of analysis and 
could hopefully be replicated using algorithms in order to conduct the analysis on a larger scale. 
Text Coding 
The Information-Community-Action coding scheme, originally created by Lovejoy and Saxton in 
2012 for a content analysis identifying the functions of nonprofit Twitter posts, was adopted and 
modified for this study to categorize the text portions of the photo posts. As Twitter’s functionality 
is very different from that of Facebook, particularly with regard to its 140-character limit, there are 
some differences also in the message strategies utilized on each platform. The scheme was therefore 
adapted to accommodate these differences. In instances where more than one function appeared in 
the text, the primary function was used to categorize it. See Appendix A for examples and frequency 
distribution. 
 The Information category describes posts that contain any kind of information that is relevant 
to the organization’s stakeholders. In the original study, Information was a single category that 
encompassed all types of informational posts. In this study, however, this category has been broken 
down into seven subcategories: Activity, in which the post describes a specific activity taking place in 
the area served (a more short-term and immediate focus); Program or campaign, where the post 
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describes, more generally, an ongoing program or campaign (e.g., in a certain country or region, 
toward a specific goal, etc.) that exemplifies their organizational mission; Organizational mission/values, 
which is more broad than the latter two and of a longer-term focus; and four other categories of 
Event highlight, Facts, News, and Other. 
 Posts within the Community category are intended to promote community-building and to 
create dialogue between the organization and its stakeholders. Two subcategories used in this study 
were taken directly from the original study: Acknowledgement of current & local events and Giving thanks. 
The following additional subcategories were added: Volunteer/member story/highlight, in which a 
volunteer or member of the organization shares a specific or overall experience they had while 
working with the organization (told either through their own words or in the third person); Local 
story/highlight, where the story or highlight is instead from the perspective of an individual living in a 
community served by the organization; Quote, being a direct quotation from either of the latter 
parties, but a short statement rather than a full story; Shout-out, where the post gives recognition, 
praise or thanks to a relevant third party organization or business; and Greeting. 
 The final category, Action, consists of posts that urge followers to get involved in some way 
that would either benefit the organization directly or would contribute to supporting a cause. The 
following subcategories were adopted from the original study: Promotion of an event; Donation appeal; 
Call for volunteers/employees; Lobbying & advocacy; and Learn how to help. A sixth subcategory, called Share 
this post, was added in this study. 
Photo Coding 
The photos accompanying the text of the posts were categorized based on their content or 
subject matter. The following seven categories were used: Landscape; Informational, where a photo is 
included in the image but an infographic or informational text (e.g., statistics, event details) is the 
focus of the image; Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action; Individual portrait, where one single person (either a 
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local or a volunteer or member of the organization) is featured prominently; Group photo, where the 
main subject matter is two or more people, whether they are locals, a mix of locals and 
volunteers/members, or just volunteers/members; Portrait/quote combination, where an individual or 
group portrait is accompanied by a quote typewritten over the photo; Scene, which differs from 
previous categories in that it is usually candid and possibly shows movement, and often has a more 
dramatic or emotional tone; and Other, encompassing any other kinds of subject matter where 
generally there are no human subjects or the focus is not on a human subject (e.g., food, tools, etc.). 
See Appendix B for examples and frequency distribution. 
 
Analysis 
 Because of the varying sizes of the three organizations, an individual analysis was conducted 
for each page. The goal of the analysis was to determine (1) if there were certain combinations of 
photo content and text functions that were the most effective in provoking engagements and (2) if 
there were strategies that worked best for each specific text function, particularly regarding the 
photos accompanying them. The analysis focused on total engagements, inclusive of the combined 
numbers of reactions, comments and shares. The number of total engagements as a percentage of 
the page’s followers was also used as a metric of comparison between organizations and between 
text function and photo content categories (the assumption being that the number of followers 
stayed the same over the time period of the data set). 
 The first analysis involved simply identifying the top post on each organization’s page. Then, 
averages in total engagements were taken for each general category and subcategory of the text 
functions and the top performing categories were identified. The same was done for the photo 
content categories. Finally, the top posts in each text function subcategory were isolated for each 
page in order to identify any common characteristics. 
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 The following chart shows the top performing post from each page and how it was coded. 
The text function of both PCI’s and Mercy Corps’ top posts was the action-oriented Donation appeal, 
while an informational Activity message was the category of JIA’s top post. The type of photo 
content varied between the three. They each performed similarly when considering total 
engagements as a percentage of followers, with each one generating engagement from about 4% of 
their followers. 
 
 JIA’s top performing category was Information, with the subcategory Activity generating the 
most engagements. However, the data is skewed due to the smaller sample size of posts from this 
organization, as the Activity subcategory represents only one post and was the same as their top post 
overall. The runner-up subcategory for JIA was Call for volunteers/employees. When looking at PCI and 
Mercy Corps, both organizations have their top category and subcategory in common; Action posts 
had significantly more engagements on average than the other two categories. For both, the best 
performing subcategory was Donation appeal. Volunteer/member highlight/story ranked in the top three 
Top Posts
JIA PCI Mercy Corps
Total Engagements 74 4,405 7,384
     % of Followers 4.14% 4.06% 4.04%
Text Code Information Action Action
     Subcategory Activity Donation appeal Donation appeal
Photo Code Group photo Individual portrait Scene
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for JIA and PCI, but not for Mercy Corps. Appendix C charts these categories and highlights the 
top performers. 
 As for photo content, Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action was the top performing category for 
JIA, and ranked in the top three for all of the organizations. For both PCI and Mercy Corps, 
Individual Portrait was the top performing category. Group photo was the runner-up category for both 
JIA and PCI; for Mercy Corps, Informational images were a very close second. Appendix D charts 
these categories and highlights the best performers. 
 Each organization’s best performing post information for each text function subcategory is 
shown in Appendices E, F, and G. Group photos were the most common among the top performing 
posts (n = 14), while photos within the Individual portrait and Scene categories were tied in second  
(n = 8). Photos categorized as Informational, Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action, and Portrait/quote 
combination were also used in the top-ranking posts (see Appendix H). However, when assessed on a 
basis of total engagements generated by each category (which does not account for the different 
numbers of followers of each page), photos categorized as Scene had by far the most engagements, 
with Individual portrait following in second (see Appendix I). 
 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Because of the small sample size, the results may not be statistically significant for drawing 
many generalized conclusions, though there are a few notable key findings. 
 Regarding the various text functions, it was found that Community posts were used the most 
commonly (n = 83; 43.68%), which contrasts with previous research using the Information-Community-
Action model that has found Information posts to be the most common on both Twitter and 
Facebook. However, while Action posts were used least frequently (n = 49; 25.79%), these posts 
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were, overall, the top performers in terms of total engagements by a significant degree (see 
Appendix C). The first conclusion is, therefore, that action-oriented photo posts may have greater 
potential to provoke engagements from a page’s followers. 
Existing research on nonprofit social media pages has not yet conducted content analyses 
specifically of photos posted by these organizations. This study found that, among the three 
organizations, photos under the category of Individual portrait were the most commonly used (n = 64; 
33.68%), while Group photos (n = 57; 30%) were a close runner-up. Scene (n = 39; 20.53%) photos 
were also used frequently, with those in the other categories being used much less commonly (see 
Appendix B). Not only were the Individual portrait photos the most commonly used, but overall, they 
had the most total engagements. Group photo posts also had significant engagement levels, and 
engagements on photos categorized as Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action are also notable, since they 
ranked highly for all three organizations (see Appendix D). From these findings, the second 
conclusion can be made that Individual portraits, Group photos, and Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action photos 
may be considered effective in provoking engagement from followers. Overall, these are possible 
insights into the kind of content that resonates the most with the audience of nonprofit Facebook 
pages. 
 
LIMITATIONS & FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
 The most significant limitation of this study was the small sample size. A small sample size 
was used in part due to time constraints, since coding had to be completed manually and analyses 
were conducted individually for each organization. The time frame of the data collected also 
contributed to this limitation. Additionally, the time constraints and manual coding method limited 
the number of factors that were included in the analysis. 
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 For future research, coding the posts using computer algorithms would be the optimal 
method. Such a method would allow for analysis to be conducted on a much larger scale, using a 
sample size that includes more organizations and a longer time frame. A larger sample size of posts 
would result in more statistically meaningful results that could be better generalized across 
organizations. It would also create a wider and more varied range of text functions and types of 
photo content utilized, whereas in this study, there was only one instance in certain categories. One 
category, Event Highlight, was included despite having no instances across the three organization’s 
pages. This is an issue that likely would not occur with a larger sample size. 
If conducted on a larger scale, the number of followers of each organization’s page would 
need to be addressed, possibly by using a weighting system, so that those with smaller followings are 
properly accounted for. However, even on a larger scale, it is likely best to remain within a single 
field of concentration for each analysis regarding the type of nonprofit, as was done in this study. 
Otherwise, the results and conclusions are more difficult to standardize, since nonprofits of varying 
types tend to use different strategies due to their respective organizational missions, values and 
goals. 
 Only a select group of factors considered to be the most significant were used in this study. 
Assessing the tone of the text portion of the posts is possible through text mining, which can be 
conducted using coding for computerized analysis, and would therefore be applicable for a large-
scale study. Similarly, it is possible to analyze the tone of photos when human subjects are included 
through certain facial analysis methods (e.g., Anderson & Saxton, 2016). The influence of the 
inclusion of hashtags on engagement levels has not been widely studied, but would potentially be a 
relevant factor to address. Artistic qualities of photos (e.g., colors, composition) may also affect 
engagement. The use of certain tactics, such as including a link or a call to action, could also be 
considered. 
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 There were a few aspects of this study that may have resulted in skewed results, and should 
be noted. The first was the disproportionate followings of the three organizations’ pages. This was 
accounted for when observing the number of engagements as a percentage of followers in the 
analyses. However, there were instances where JIA’s results were skewed in comparison to the other 
two, since there were fewer posts overall. Additionally, Facebook offers the option to “boost” 
specific posts for a paid fee. It is unknown if there were any posts for which the organizations used 
this function which, if used, would have likely affected engagement levels. Finally, the use of 
promotional or cause-related campaigns over a limited period of time affected the frequency of use 
of certain text functions and photo content. For instance, PCI ran two notable campaigns 
throughout the time frame of this study: (1) “25 Days of Empowered Women,” where each post 
contained a Local story/highlight in combination with generally either an Individual portrait or Group 
photo; and (2) “Giving Tuesday,” where each post was a Donation appeal.  
Because of the many limitations of this study, the main goal was to develop an example of a 
method for analyzing the relationship between photo posts and engagement levels that could be 
implemented on a larger scale for further research. This method could potentially be used to 
conduct content analyses on other social media platforms with photo sharing capabilities, such as 
Twitter and Instagram. It is also likely applicable to other fields of nonprofits than humanitarian aid 
and disaster relief. Through further research, better and more thorough evidence-based suggestions 
for effective photo post strategies for nonprofits can be developed.  
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Category Example Frequency %
Information 58 30.53%
Organizational mission/values Mercy Corps:  Lack of knowledge can equal a lifetime of limitations, especially in vulnerable countries where fewer 
opportunities, less income and slower progress make the future seem bleak. That’s why Mercy Corps is working to make 
schools more supportive places for young people to live, learn and grow: http://ow.ly/KR2t309KUgy 5 2.63%
Program or campaign PCI:  Last Friday, PCI Guatemala launched the third phase of the EDUCAMOS Food for Education program. We were 
honored to have President of Guatemala, Jimmy Morales, the Minister of Education, and the USDA Agriculture Counselor 
join us at the event. The program will deliver over 37,000 breakfasts on a daily basis to primary school children over a five-
year period in six municipalities of Huehuetenango. 17 8.95%
Activity JIA: All smiles as we screened and dewormed 92 children today !  #JIACambodia2017 11 5.79%
Event highlight 0 0.00%
Fact(s) PCI:  Nearly one in three low-income families find it difficult to afford basic household necessities. Nearly three in four low-
income families report cutting back on food in order to afford household goods in the United States. At PCI, we're 
working hard to to address these issues. Read on to learn more about our Healthy Start program! 17 8.95%
News Mercy Corps:  We are hopeful that the apparent breakthrough in negotiations on Syria will pave the way to an end to 
conflict that has engulfed the country for almost six years. A cease-fire now could allow for humanitarian access to the 
millions of innocent children and families across Syria who struggle to survive a seemingly endless war. Read our CEO’s 
full statement here: http://ow.ly/d0uY307zbaU 2 1.05%
Other Mercy Corps:  In every corner of the world, food brings us together. That means when we gather for a meal, we take part in 
an experience that is familiar to every other person on earth. But where and how we do it looks different for each of us 
depending on where we live — and what we’ve been through.




JIA:  ...Here is what Tanya had to say about her experience in Cambodia: I had the opportunity of going on my first 
Mission Trip with JIA, Cambodia 2017; an experience I will forever be grateful for. As I prepared for the trip, I was bracing 
myself for an experience of extreme poverty, pain and desolation. Ironically, what I experienced in Cambodia was the exact 
opposite.... 6 3.16%
Local story/highlight PCI:  Evelyn lived in small, rural village two hours by car from the Zambian town of Kabwe. She had six children and while 
fighting hard to care for them with little money, her body was waging its own war without her knowing it. Evelyn had Stage 
2 cervical cancer.  Evelyn first learned of her condition when she attended a screening opportunity sponsored by Project 
Concern International (PCI), in partnership with Pink Ribbon Red Ribbon, at a Zambian Defence Force (ZDF) facility 
near her home.  Click on to read more! 38 20.00%
Quote Mercy Corps:  “At least here you can walk around late and not be afraid for your life. But here there is so much 
uncertainty.” – young Syrian woman, stranded in Veria, Thessaloniki
What's next for refugee and migrant youth in Greece? http://ow.ly/dPJX3088dtt 12 6.32%
Giving thanks PCI:  Thank you for making a difference in her life. 16 8.42%
Greeting PCI:  Happy Monday, everyone. Bright smiles for you to start the week! 5 2.63%
Shout-out PCI:  We love you, Peace Corps! We are especially proud to have a leadership team full of both Returned Peace Corps 
Volunteers and others with deep ties to the Peace Corps. Happy #PCW2017! 2 1.05%
Acknowledgement of current & 
local events
Mercy Corps: Tomorrow is International Women’s Day — and we’re standing with women everywhere. By sharing their 
stories, you can let people know that you’re part of a community that supports their leadership, their entrepreneurship and 
their lives. You can #BeBoldForChange by donating a Facebook post or tweet — join our Thunderclap: 
http://ow.ly/yZMw309GNou 4 2.11%
Action 49 25.79%
Donation appeal PCI:  UPDATE: WE ARE NOW AT $8,787!!!!! Thank you to everyone who has donated so far – you are rockstars!   Five 
minutes and a small contribution can change a life forever. Help us get to our #GivingTuesday goal of $10,000 before 
midnight tonight! 23 12.11%
Call for volunteers/employees JIA:  SUMMER MEDICAL MISSION TRIP!   JIA family we have officially locked in our Kenya dates. We will be in 
Kenya August 10th-16th, 2017. If you would like to join us for this upcoming trip please apply at jiarelief.org. We hope to 
see you on this trip! 7 3.68%
Promotion of an event JIA: Need a family volunteer event before the holiday season? Come to the JIA Packing Party this Friday, December 23rd 
at 5pm. Cornerstone Church 701 E. Meadow Dr. Palo Alto. There will be treats and dinner. Please come help us as our 
team gets ready to depart for the trip in January! 6 3.16%
Lobbying & advocacy Mercy Corps:  TAKE ACTION: Urge President Donald J. Trump to make humanitarian assistance and preventing violence 
a top foreign-policy priority. http://ow.ly/2FSI308cCGb 5 2.63%
Learn how to help Mercy Corps:  Food is our common denominator—a basic human right. Let’s help ensure everyone has enough to eat and 
can plan a future beyond their next meal. See how: http://ow.ly/UGpP306qbTr 7 3.68%
Share this post PCI: PCI is partnering with other local organizations to support Cervical Health Awareness Month in January. No woman 
should die of cervical cancer, especially since we have the power to prevent most cervical cancers through HPV 
vaccinations and HPV testing/screening. As a provider, please make extra effort to recommend HPV vaccine (11-26 years 
old) and recommend cervical cancer screening (conduct Pap smear and/or HPV testing). Please circulate this promotion to 
your colleagues. 1 0.53%
Total 190 100%
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Figure 1  (Mercy Corps)     Figure 2 (JIA) 
        
Figure 3 (Mercy Corps)     Figure 4 (JIA) 
    
Figure 5 (Mercy Corps)     Figure 6 (Mercy Corps) 
     
Figure 7 (JIA)      Figure 8 (PCI) 
     
Photo Content
Category Example Frequency %
Individual portrait Figure 1 64 33.68%
Group photo Figure 2 57 30.00%
Portrait/quote combination Figure 3 5 2.63%
Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action Figure 4 11 5.79%
Scene Figure 5 39 20.53%
Informational Figure 6 11 5.79%
Landscape Figure 7 1 0.53%
Other Figure 8 2 1.05%
Total 190 100.00%
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Average Engagements by Text Function
Avg. Total Engagements % of Followers Avg. Total Engagements % of Followers Avg. Total Engagements % of Followers
Information 45.33 4.08% 69.44 0.06% 160.54 0.09%
Organizational mission/values --- --- 47.5 0.04% 64.67 0.04%
Program or campaign --- --- 76.5 0.07% 105.78 0.06%
Activity 45.33 4.08% 80 0.07% 339.71 0.19%
Event highlight --- --- --- --- --- ---
Fact(s) --- --- 54.57 0.05% 111.8 0.06%
News --- --- --- --- 164 0.09%
Other --- --- --- --- 188.67 0.10%
Community 19.67 1.10% 73.64 0.07% 135.13 0.07%
Volunteer/member story/highlight 23 1.29% 284.25 0.26% 108 0.06%
Local story/highlight --- --- 46.81 0.04% 98.14 0.05%
Quote --- --- 126 0.12% 160.82 0.09%
Giving thanks 13 0.73% 61 0.06% 102 0.06%
Greeting --- --- 67.67 0.06% 244 0.13%
Shout-out --- --- 113 0.10% 167 0.09%
Acknowledgement of current & local events --- --- 92.33 0.09% 63 0.03%
Action 18.25 1.02% 430.8 0.40% 1080.22 0.59%
Donation appeal 12 0.67% 633 0.58% 2219.89 1.21%
Call for volunteers/employees 23.5 1.31% 59 0.05% --- ---
Promotion of an event 14 0.78% 65 0.06% 302.75 0.17%
Lobbying & advocacy --- --- --- --- 574.2 0.31%
Learn how to help --- --- --- --- 143 0.08%
Share this post --- --- 27 0.02% --- ---
Top performing general category
Top performing subcategory
2nd best performing subcategory
3rd best performing subcategory
JIA PCI Mercy Corps
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Average Engagements by Photo Content
Avg. Total Engagements % of Followers Avg. Total Engagements % of Followers Avg. Total Engagements % of Followers
Individual portrait --- --- 186.21 0.17% 509.5 0.28%
Group photo 29 1.62% 153.53 0.14% 176.88 0.10%
Portrait/quote combination --- --- --- --- 151 0.08%
Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action 31 1.73% 76 0.07% 258 0.14%
Scene --- --- 75.14 0.07% 502.34 0.27%
Informational 24.5 1.37% 41.67 0.04% 88 0.05%
Landscape 10 0.56% --- --- --- ---
Other --- --- 30.5 0.03% --- ---
Top performing category
2nd best performing category
3rd best performing category
JIA PCI Mercy Corps
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Total Engagements % of Followers Photo Code
Information
Organizational mission/values --- --- ---
Program or campaign --- --- ---
Activity 74 4.08% Group photo
Event highlight --- --- ---
Fact(s) --- --- ---
News --- --- ---
Other --- --- ---
Community
Volunteer/member story/highlight 30 1.68% Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action
Local story/highlight --- --- ---
Quote --- --- ---
Giving thanks 13 0.73% Group photo
Greeting --- --- ---
Shout-out --- --- ---
Acknowledgement of current & local events --- --- ---
Action
Donation appeal 12 0.67% Informational
Call for volunteers/employees 37 2.07% Informational
Promotion of an event 14 0.78% Group photo
Lobbying & advocacy --- --- ---
Learn how to help --- --- ---
Share this post --- --- ---
JIA
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Total Engagements % of Followers Photo Code
Information
Organizational mission/values 48 0.04% Individual portrait
Program or campaign 122 0.11% Group photo
Activity 80 0.07% Group photo
Event highlight --- --- ---
Fact(s) 106 0.10% Individual portrait
News --- --- ---
Other --- --- ---
Community
Volunteer/member story/highlight 779 0.72% Individual portrait
Local story/highlight 128 0.12% Group photo
Quote 126 0.12% Scene
Giving thanks 112 0.10% Individual portrait
Greeting 132 0.12% Group photo
Shout-out 113 0.10% Group photo
Acknowledgement of current & local events 143 0.13% Individual portrait
Action
Donation appeal 4,405 4.06% Individual portrait
Call for volunteers/employees 105 0.10% Group photo
Promotion of an event 65 0.06% Informational
Lobbying & advocacy --- --- ---
Learn how to help --- --- ---
Share this post 27 0.02% Informational
PCI
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Best Performers: Mercy Corps
Total Engagements % of Followers Photo Code
Information
Organizational mission/values 74 0.04% Informational
Program or campaign 189 0.10% Group photo
Activity 778 0.43% Scene
Event highlight --- --- ---
Fact(s) 163 0.09% Scene
News 197 0.11% Scene
Other 650 0.36% Volunteer(s)/member(s) in action
Community
Volunteer/member story/highlight 108 0.06% Scene
Local story/highlight 132 0.07% Group photo
Quote 421 0.23% Individual portrait
Giving thanks 138 0.08% Group photo
Greeting 256 0.14% Individual portrait
Shout-out 167 0.09% Group photo
Acknowledgement of current & local events 63 0.03% Group photo
Action
Donation appeal 7,384 4.04% Scene
Call for volunteers/employees --- --- ---
Promotion of an event 881 0.48% Scene
Lobbying & advocacy 2,049 1.12% Scene
Learn how to help 427 0.23% Portrait/quote
Share this post --- --- ---
Mercy Corps
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Photo Content: Best Performers in Top Text Function 
Subcategories (Frequency)
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